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headlines proclaim that he is relieved of the trouble of judging
for himself. In the more popular press, relatively impartial
reports of the utterances of eminent persons are replaced by
personal (and not impartial) "impressions/* written up by "our
special correspondent." Formerly the newspapers were read,
of course, by the better-educated classes and also by the more
intelligent members of the manual working classes. They
were not much read by most working men, and hardly at all bj
their wives and daughters. All this is changed. In the 1890's
the great newspaper magnates grasped the fact that, owing to
the operation of the Education Acts from 1870 onwards,
practically everybody could read, i.e. could decipher printed
matter. A market had been created for printed gossip, making
little or no demand upon the reader's intelligence, but serving
the purpose of amusing him, relieving him from boredom, and
informing him about the doings, and especially the misdoings,
of his ** betters." It is not only by what the newspaper includes,
and omits, but by the amount and prominence of space given
to different items of news, and, still more subtly, by the varieties
of type employed, that the public gets what the public is
supposed to want. There is something to be said for the dictum
of a modem journalist, that an educated man is one who cannot
be humbugged by a newspaper. If so, the inferior type of news-
paper may become a negative test, as the superior type is
certainly a positive means, of sound education.
The popular   A step removed from the daily paper is the
magazine     popular magazine, the weekly or monthly pro-
production  of the cheaper kind—for of the
better kind, appealing to people of superior education, there is
no special need to speak. Here we have further evidence of the
effects of a ramified system of teaching children to read, and
then leaving it to chance what they do read as they grow up.
There used to be a great vogue of magazines filled with snippets
and "titbits," possibly the direct outcome of the kind of

